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Avalanches in fine, cohesive powders
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We have investigated the onset of avalanches in fine, cohesive granular materials. In our experiments shear
stress is generated by tilting an initialized bed of powder and increasing the angle of tilt until the powder
avalanches. We find that the anglea of the avalanche decreases with increasing bed width. The avalanche
depth increases with the bed width and, in all cases, is of the order of several millimeters, which is much
greater than the particle size. We carry out a macroscopic analysis of the avalanche process based on Cou-
lomb’s method of wedges. This analysis shows the fundamental role played by powder cohesion and boundary
conditions on avalanches in fine cohesive powders. This behavior contrasts with the behavior of noncohesive
grains, such as dry sand, where avalanches consist of superficial layers of about ten grains. The reason behind
this is that for our experimental powders~particle diameter;10 mm) the van der Waals interparticle adhesive
force exceeds several orders of magnitude particle weight. Adhesive forces oppose gravity, and as a result fine
cohesive powders settle in very open structures as compared to noncohesive granular materials. Because of the
dominance of adhesive forces over particle weight, our materials behave more like wet sand.

PACS number~s!: 45.70.Ht, 83.70.Fn, 45.70.Mg, 81.05.Rm
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I. INTRODUCTION

Avalanches in cohesiveless granular media have o
been investigated@1–3#. A common characteristic of thes
studies is that granular motion occurs in a relatively th
boundary layer~around ten grains! at the surface@4#, inde-
pendently of the size of the sample. The reason for this
havior is the lack of cohesion between grains. This allo
one to analyze the stability of slopes, based on frictio
forces between individual grains. Several studies are d
cated to understanding the effect of cohesion induced
moisture in the angle of repose of the material@5–7#. In
these studies the particle size is larger than 1 mm, and
cohesive force between grains is lower than or at most c
parable to the weight of the particles. The importance
weight still allows one to analyze the stability of slopes
means of the stability of two particles connected by a liq
bridge independently of boundary conditions@6#. However,
when cohesive forces are much greater than the weight
no longer possible to describe the avalanches by analy
the behavior of individual grains. A familiar example o
moisture induced cohesion is wet sand. Typical diameter
sand particles range from 100 to 500mm, and particle vol-
ume can be reduced by three orders of magnitude with
spect to a particle volume of 1-mm-sized particles. Interp
ticle capillary forces in wet sand can exceed the part
weight in 2–3 orders of magnitude@8#. As a consequence
cohesive effects are dominant in the bulk behavior. Wet s
has internal slip surfaces, with macroscopic blocks of w
sand detaching from the bulk, and the sample size de
mines the slope stability~all of us know by experience tha
the higher the sand castle the greater the chances of fail!.
Our mate-
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rials are made of dry fine particles of diameter of the order
10 mm. Dispersion or van der Waals forces, electrosta
forces, and capillary forces are regarded as the main force
particle adhesion. We have minimized capillary and elect
static forces, working with uncharged particles in an ambi
of dry nitrogen gas. Consequently, van der Waals forces
dominant between our dry fine particles. These forces a
as a result of the interaction of molecules through fluctuat
dipole-dipole fields. Summing up all the interactions b
tween two spherical and rigid particles with diametersd1 and
d2 leads to an attractive force@9#

FvdW5
A

12z0
2 S d1d2

d11d2
D , ~1!

whereA is the Hamaker constant, andz0 is the distance of
closest approach between two molecules which is betw
3.0 Å @10# and 4.0 Å @11#. Most powder particles have
rather rough surface, with many asperities of the radii
curvature often not larger than 0.1mm. Thus the effective
contact area is given by the asperities at contact, and to
culate the interparticle adhesion the diameter of the asper
da should be inserted into Eq.~1!. For xerographic toners
typical values areA'0.5310219 J andda'0.2 mm, result-
ing in a value for the interparticle cohesive forceFvdW
;1029 N. For a typical density valuerp;1000 kg/m3, the
van der Waals force overcomes the particle weight for p
ticle diametersdp of less than about 100mm. For xero-
graphic toners (dp.10 mm) the van der Waals force can b
up to four orders of magnitude higher than the parti
weight @12–14#. Therefore, for these fine powders we expe
a behavior more similar to wet sand than to dry sand, and
must consider boundary conditions and macroscopic stre
6851 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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6852 PRE 62VALVERDE, CASTELLANOS, RAMOS, AND WATSON
on their yield. For this reason we choose a continuum
proach to analyze the problem.

In the continuum approach the onset of flow is charac
ized by an empirical limiting stress function, the yield locu
such that stresses lower than this limit cause negligible
formation, whereas at this limit there will be a combinati
of shear and compression stresses that will trigger the
lanche. At high stresses the yield locus can be approxim
by a linear function known as Coulomb’s law@15# shown in
Fig. 1,

t5s tanf1c, ~2!

wheret ands are the tangential and normal stresses over
slip plane~i.e., the plane over which the yield condition
satisfied!, and c and f are the cohesion and the angle
internal friction. For many coarse materialsc is negligible.
Fine powders, however, are generally cohesive. The lin
form of Coulomb’s law is applicable to granular materials
relatively high stresses, but in many situations one is dea
with powders at low stresses. The yield locus of cohes
powders shows a marked curvature at negative valuess
@16#, as depicted in Fig. 1. The point of the yield locus on t
negatives axis is called the tensile strengths t , which is the
maximum tensile stress that the powder can withstand.
tensile strength of the powder is caused by interparticle
hesive forces. Experimental measurements@17# indicate that
the tensile strengths t and the cohesionc are of the same
order of magnitude. It is also known from experimen
@12,18# that the tensile strength increases with the stress
der which the material was previously consolidated:sc . The
angle of internal frictionf has been related to the frictiona
behavior at interparticle contacts@19,20#. Experimental
works indicate that the angle of internal friction is a dens
dependent property~see Table 3.1 of Ref.@18#!. For ex-
ample, it has been reported that the value off for wheat
raises from 15° for a powder bulk densityr56.5 kN/m3 up
to 30° for r59.0 kN/m3.

The next sections are organized as follows. In Sec. II
describe our experimental materials. In Sec. III experime
results for large beads of the same material as our fine t
particles are shown. In Sec. IV the experimental techni
and results for fine powders will be described. Finally, co
clusions are drawn.

II. MATERIALS

We have carried out experiments using a commerci
available xerographic toner~Canon CLC500 toner! which
flows very well in spite of its small particle size~8.5-

FIG. 1. Typical yield locus for a cohesive powder.
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mm-volume average diameter!. The density of the Canon
CLC500 toner particles, determined by using an Accu-P
1330 Pycnometer, isrp51199 kg/m3, and they are rathe
monodisperse. Measurements have also been made on
model xerographic toners, designated RT5115, RT5116,
RT5117. These toners are identical in particle size~12.7-mm
diameter!, particle density (rp51065 kg/m3), particle resin
type ~styrene-butadiene!, and pigment concentration, bu
with concentrations of 0.1%, 0.2%, and 0.4% by weight
surface additive, respectively. This additive~Aerosil R812!,
consists of agglomerates of nanoparticles of fumed sil
From scanning electron microscopy pictures of the toner,
have observed that the individual additive particle has a
ameter of 7 nm, and that the additive particles are distribu
in agglomerates with estimated diameters from 40 to 60 n
The effect of Aerosil on the powder tensile strength a
packing fraction was described in our previous paper@12#.
The addition of these nanoparticles results in a reduction
the powder tensile strength, because the additives are m
of a hard material, and therefore they increase the hard
of the contacts; they also reduce the powder tensile stre
by reducing the size of the contacts. A higher additive le
increases the ability of the particles to rearrange themse
in more packed structures because of the reduction in pow
cohesivity. In this paper we investigate the effect of surfa
additive on the angle of avalanche of these fine cohes
powders. The free volumee of xerographic toners was mea
sured elsewhere@12–14#, and ranges from 0.6 to 0.8 depen
ing on the consolidation stress and powder cohesivity. P
ticles pack more closely as cohesion decreases
consolidation stress increases. It must be noted that th
powders form very open structures as compared to nonc
sive granular materials, for which the free volume is of t
order of 0.4@21#. In the case of noncohesive materials t
absence of cohesivity allows the particles to roll or sli
easily over one another. However, interparticle adhes
forces in fine cohesive powders oppose gravity and part
restructuring, leading to large values of the free volume.
the strong cohesive limit particles build up columnar stru
tures containing a large number of voids, giving a free v
ume close to the random ballistic deposition limit (e
.0.87) @21#.

To make clear the fundamental role of particle size in
avalanches of granular materials we have carried out exp
ments with polymer beads~XP808 beads! which is a low
cohesive granular material. This material consists of a m
ture of spherical beads of styrene butadiene~same resin as
toners!, with 40% by weight in the size range of 500–30
mm diameter; 35% in the range 300–210mm; 12% in the
range 210–106mm; 8% in the range 106–53mm; and the
remainder, about 5%, below 53mm.

III. AVALANCHES AND ANGLE OF REPOSE
OF NONCOHESIVE GRANULAR MATERIALS

There is an upper limit to the slope that a granular ma
rial can sustain, and beyond this limit a slip surface for
and the material avalanches to produce a lower slope.
maximum stable angle is related to the angle of internal f
tion f, but the relationship depends on the cohesivity of
material @see Eq.~2!#. In the noncohesive limit the force
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PRE 62 6853AVALANCHES IN FINE, COHESIVE POWDERS
acting on an incipient slip plane is simply,F5mN, whereN
is the normal force andm is the coefficient of internal fric-
tion, which is related to the angle of internal frictionf by
tanf5m5F/N; it then follows that the maximum angle i
the absence of failure in an ideal cohesionless materia
equal to the angle of internal friction. The length of the slo
does not enter into this calculation, so the maximum sta
angle in the noncohesive limit is independent of the length
the slope. The angle of repose of a conical pile of a non
hesive material, and similarly the angle of a conical hollo
formed in a bunker in the core flow, are slightly lower th
the maximum stable angle. Nevertheless, for noncohe
materials the angle of repose is very close to the angle
failure, and is commonly used as an estimate of the angl
internal friction. Clearly, however, this cannot be applied
fine cohesive powders such as xerographic toner. We c
ducted experiments to measure the angle of internal fric
of the mixture of noncohesive XP808 beads described
Sec. II, but when we came to measure this angle the res
depended on the experiment.

~i! Pouring the beads into a dish and measuring the a
of repose gave values in the interval from 24° to 27°. T
range fits the range of values found in literature for smo
noncohesive particles@6#.

~ii ! Dry nitrogen was passed through the granular bed,
the material expanded to an average free volume of.0.49.
Then the gas flow was turned off and the material was
lowed to settle. The settled free volume was.0.45, which
corresponds to a loose packed bed of uniform, noncohe
spheres@21#. We slowly tilted the initialized bed, and ob
tained the results for the maximum stable angle shown
Table I. We note that with the exception of the 1.5-cm b
results, which are anomalously high due to wall effects,
maximum stable angle fall within the rangea514.961.6°;
thus the angle of internal friction for this dilated bed is on
60% of the angle of repose of the poured cone.

~iii ! The material was initialized as in~ii !, and then the
bed was tapped by hand to promote maximum rearrangem
of the material. This leaded to a decrease in the free volu
down to.0.39, which corresponds to a dense packed be
uniform, noncohesive spheres. Then, as in~ii !, the bed was
tilted to measure its maximum stable angle giving the res
shown in Table II.

In all cases the avalanches observed consisted of a su
ficial layer of several grains. As may be seen from Table
and II, the maximum stable angle depends significantly

TABLE I. Angle of fractureu for XP808 beads as a function o
bed widthD.

D ~cm! 10.00 4.35 3.15 2.05 1.50

u ~deg! 13.760.6 15.161.0 14.460.6 16.662.3 22.961.7

TABLE II. Angle of fractureu for XP808 beads as a function o
the bed widthD previously tapped.

D ~cm! 11.7 8.5 6.4 5.2 4.1

u ~deg! 21.862.0 27.662.3 28.861.5 30.260.6 31.061.3
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bed diameter in case~iii ! but not in case~ii !. Presumably the
reason for this behavior would be the effect of the walls
the stress distribution within the dense packed bed. Summ
over all five bed diameters, the average value of the angl
internal friction for the dense packed bed is 27.963.9°; this
is about twice the nonrearranged angle of internal frictio
This result suggests that the angle of internal friction d
pends strongly on the packing fraction of the material
already found in the literature for other granular materi
@18#. On the other hand, the value for the angle of inter
friction of the tapped bed is close to the measured angle
repose of a poured, conical pile. This indicates that wh
beads are poured, forming a cone, the particles are subje
to collisions that eliminate relatively unstable configuratio
and pack near the limit of complete restructuring, resulting
an angle of repose similar to the angle of internal friction
the rearranged bed. We conclude from these results tha
rearrangement of granular materials plays an important
in determining the angle of internal friction, and that a se
consistent theory of shear fracture of noncohesive mate
must include the effect of rearrangement.

IV. AVALANCHES IN FINE COHESIVE POWDERS:
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS

The yield locus of a fine cohesive powder is very sensit
to its degree of consolidation, and in order to obtain rep
ducible results it is necessary to achieve a consistent, in
state. To achieve this the powder was fluidized by a stre
of dry nitrogen, so that the material became quite unifor
the fluidizing gas was then turned off, and the powder set
under its own weight to a static height into a reproducib
consolidated state. All our measurements began with this
tialization step, so that the particles were dried and in a
producible state of consolidation. The next step was to
the bed, increasing the angle from zero until the pow
avalanched. To eliminate vibrations in the tilt drive we i
stalled a multiple gear train, driven by a dc electric mot
This enabled us to adjust the tilt speed in the range 0.2–1
per minute, and eliminate the vibrations. As the angle of
increased, a shear stress was generated in the powder
There came a point at which the sample failed in shear an
layer of powder slumped to one side of the bed. The prob
then was to relate the angle of avalanche to the stresses i
slip plane. We then measured the thickness of the she
layer (hs) and the tilt angle at which powder avalanched (a)
as functions of bed width and sample depth. We conside
the effect of the bed width on avalanches in order to inv
tigate the constraints imposed by the retaining walls.

The problem of estimating the avalanche depth is rela
to the problem of measuring the profile of the post-avalan
powder surface. The technique we developed makes us
the tendency of powder particles to adhere to a paper surf
a piece of paper card of the same width as the bed diam
was lowered edgewise into the powder surface, so as
cleave the powder; then, after carefully withdrawing t
card, the card was found to carry a replica of the pow
profile. Examples of such profiles are shown in Figs. 2 and
These profiles give the location of the slip surface, thou
some assumptions have to be made near the lower wal
will be shown. We have also used a video camera wh
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6854 PRE 62VALVERDE, CASTELLANOS, RAMOS, AND WATSON
recorded the evolution of the material at a rate of 25 fram
per second. The camera was connected to a compute
image processing.

A. Profile of the slip surface

In these experiments, we used cylindrical beds of sev
diameters, and rectangular beds of several widths in orde
investigate the importance of the wall effect in the onset
flow. In order to understand the onset of avalanches in
cohesive powders, we need to have accurate values o
avalanche angle and the location and shape of the slip
face. With the experimental techniques described above
liable values ofa were obtained, but information about th
slip surface has to be inferred from the post-avalanche
face profile. In narrow beds, post-avalanche surface pro
~such as shown in Fig. 2! took the form of pairs of intersect
ing planes. In the case of rectangular beds it is then a ma
of simple geometry to calculate the position of the init
powder surface, designated 008 in Fig. 2. The slip surface
indicated in Fig. 2 is partly a matter of conjecture: one s
tion of the slip surface (S1S2) was exposed when the surfac
layer slides away, but the remaining section lied hidd
however we can locate the two terminal points of the hidd
section:~i! the slip surface is pinned at the intersection of t

FIG. 2. Example of the powder free surface profile after
avalanche (D55.17 cm, toner Canon CLC500!. The free surface
before the avalanche (•••) and the slip planes computed by usin
the model of wedges~– – –! are shown.

FIG. 3. Example of the powder free surface profile after
avalanche (D511.7 cm, toner Canon CLC500!. The free surface
before the avalanche (•••) and the slip planes computed by usin
the model of wedges~– – –! are shown.
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initial powder surface and the lower retaining wall~point O8
in Fig. 2!; and~ii ! the exposed and buried sections of the s
surface must meet at pointS2. The buried section of the slip
surface may therefore be approximated by line segme
S2S3 andS3O8, though the exact location of the slip surfac
is not knowna priori. For large beds (D.8 cm) a small
curvature of the slip surface was observed in its upper c
ner, as shown in the experimental post-avalanche sur
profile depicted in Fig. 3. It is remarkable that the depth
avalanches~several millimeters! is very large compared to
the particle diameter, and depends on the separation of
retaining walls. This is an effect of the huge cohesion ex
ing between particles as compared to their weight. D
nitely, avalanches in fine cohesive powders are qualitativ
different to avalanches in noncohesive or slight-cohes
granular media.

An interesting observation to note is that analyzing t
avalanche by video camera and recorder we found that
powder became fluidized during the avalanche. Fluidizat
occurred if the velocity of the avalanche exceeded a cer
critical value depending on powder cohesivity. The fluidiz
powder took the flow properties of a low viscosity fluid
moving under the influence of gravity, so that, when t
layer came to rest and settled, its upper surface was hori
tal ~as shown in Figs. 2 and 3!. As predicted@22#, the inertial
regime did not exist for this fine powder.

B. Avalanche angle and avalanche depth

We measured the maximum depth of the slip planehs
~avalanche depth! and the angle of avalanchea. Results of
these tests for the Canon CLC toner are plotted in Figs. 4
5. We found an increase inhs with bed width, as shown in
Fig. 4. Also the angle of avalanche decreased with increa
bed width, as shown in Fig. 5. We note that in the range
very narrow beds the variation of the avalanche angle is v

FIG. 4. Experimental values of avalanche depthhs vs bed width
D for toner Canon CLC500. Computed theoretical curves accord
to the two-slip-plane model~—–! of Sec. V C and the three-slip
plane model~– – –! of Sec. V D are shown.
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PRE 62 6855AVALANCHES IN FINE, COHESIVE POWDERS
pronounced, while it decreases smoothly in the range
large beds. We made the experiment with a 40-cm-wi
bed, and the avalanche angle was 19° clearly below the
ues obtained for slightly or noncohesive smooth particles@6#,
and also below the angle of repose obtained for spher
noncohesive polymer beads~see Sec. III!. In the limit D
→` it is expected that the angle of avalanche will approa
the angle of internal friction. Also, there is a critical value
the bed width~around 0.5 cm! below which the powder can
sustain 90° slopes. In Fig. 5~b! results of the angle of ava
lanche for the model toners are shown in the range of
widths where the strongest variation occur. We note t
there is a small decrease ina with the surface additive per

FIG. 5. ~a! Experimental values of the angle of avalanche,a, vs
bed width D, for toner Canon CLC500. Computed theoretic
curves are shown: Triangular model (•••), two-slip-plane model
~—–!, and three-slip-plane model~– – –!. ~b!. Experimental values
of the angle of avalanche,a, vs bed widthD, for a series RT of
model toners.n: 0.1% by weight of surface additive.s: 0.2% by
weight of surface additive.1: 0.4% by weight of surface additive
Computed theoretical curves from the two-slip-plane model
each data series are shown.
of
h
l-

al

h

d
t

centage, as we would expect for lower values of cohesiv
though the trend is not marked. In contrast, the angle
avalanche for the Canon toner is about 10° lower than for
RT series over much of the range.

On the other hand, these tests showed that the avala
anglea and the characteristic avalanche depthhs were not
affected by the sample depth, provided the bed height
larger than the avalanche depth.

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS:
METHOD OF WEDGES

We now turn to the theoretical analysis of the slip pro
lem, based on Coulomb’s method of wedges@18,23,24#. Sev-
eral models are considered, starting with a simple wedge
corresponds to an ideal, long slope; we then build up
compound wedges to take account of the wall effect in b
of finite width.

This method of analysis dates back to Coulomb’s pione
ing work on soil mechanics in 1773@15#. The underlying
assumptions in the method of wedges are~i! that failure oc-
curs along a slip surface which is planar,~ii ! that the stresses
at the slip surface are equal to the values specified by
yield locus, and~iii ! that the condition of critical equilibrium
holds ~i.e., just before the avalanche, we can assume a
ance of forces in the sliding wedge!. The method is com-
monly applicable to two-dimensional situations, such as
calculation of the force on an infinite retaining wall@18#.
One of the standard applications of the method of wed
@18# is the analysis by geologists of hill slope, as when
pographically induced gravitational shear stress exceeds
strength of the material and a landslide occurs@23#. In this
work we have considered four cases, increasing in comp
ity, each depending on an assumed form of the slip surfa

~i! A slab of uniform thickness where the slip surface is
plane, parallel to the top of a sample, as shown in Fig. 6
this case the effect of the walls is not included in the ana
sis.

~ii ! A simple wedge, as in Fig. 7. In this case the angle
the slip planeb and the width of the bed determine th
geometry of the wedge.@Note that the slip planes in Fig. 2
are between cases~i! and ~ii !.#

l

r

FIG. 6. Planar wedge model. The fracture surface is assume
be a plane parallel to the free surface. Normal and tangen
stresses acting on the slip surface are represented.
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6856 PRE 62VALVERDE, CASTELLANOS, RAMOS, AND WATSON
~iii ! and ~iv! Composite wedges corresponding to inte
secting slip planes, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The effec
the lower retaining wall is implicit in the calculation~iii !,
and both upper and lower walls are included in~iv!.

A. Planar wedge model

In this, the simplest case, we assume that the slip sur
is plane, parallel to the initial, unperturbed surface of
powder. The condition of critical equilibrium is given by E
~2!. Neglecting the effect of the walls, the shear and co
pressive stress are

t5@12e~hs!#rpghs sina, ~3!

s5@12e~hs!#rpghs cosa. ~4!

Herea is the angle of tilt,hs is the depth of the slip plane
e(hs) is the free volume at the slip plane, andrp is the
particle density. Tilted bed measurements@16,17# indicate
that cohesion is close in magnitude to the tensile strengths t .
Therefore, we substitutes t(hs) for c(hs) in Eq. ~2!. Hence
the angle of internal friction is, approximately,

FIG. 7. Triangular wedge model. The fracture surface is
sumed to be a plane inclined at an angleb,a. Normal and tan-
gential stresses acting on the slip surface are represented.

FIG. 8. Composite wedge. The fracture surface is assumed t
composed of two planes, one parallel to the free surface and
other inclined at an angleb,a. Normal and tangential stresse
acting on the slip surfaces are represented.
-
of

ce
e

-

tanf5
t2c~hs!

s
'

~12e!rpghs sina2s t~hs!

~12e!rpghs cosa
. ~5!

To illustrate this method of analysis we use it to calcula
the angle of internal friction of Canon CLC500 cyan ton
for a range of bed widths,D. Values fors t and e versus
depth for this toner were already measured@12#. The calcu-
lation of f then follows from equation 5 using the measur
values ofhs and a. Note that as the model does not ta
account of the wall effect we should therefore see a trend
f with D. The results are summarized in Table III. Here w
see the expected variation inf with bed width. At large
values of bed width, for which the wall effect are expected
be less important,f510°. This result is consistent with th
measured slope of the yield locus of this low cohesive to
@17#. The reason for such a small value off can be attributed
to the high free volume of the toner (;0.7) which gives a
low value for powder bulk density (r;360 kg/m3). The
anomalously high values off at small bed widths is the
result of neglecting the retaining effect of the walls. Clea
the wall effect needs to be taken into account, and to do
we introduce more elaborate wedge models.

B. Triangular wedge model

The geometric arrangement of Fig. 7 shows a hypothet
slip plane. From Fig. 7, wedge equilibrium equations

T cosb2N sinb50, ~6!

T sinb1N cosb5W, ~7!

and a critical equilibrium equation

-

be
he

FIG. 9. Composite wedge. The fracture surface is assumed t
composed of three planes. Normal and tangential stresses actin
the slip surfaces are represented.

TABLE III. Apparent angle of internal friction of Canon
CLC500 toner according to the planar wedge model.

D ~cm! 11.7 8.5 6.4 5.2 4.1

f ~deg! 10.3 12.2 12.4 17.6 19.1
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T5N tanf1c
D

cos~a2b!
~8!

follow, whereT andN are the tangential and normal force
respectively, over the slip plane,W5 1

2 rp(12e)gD2 tan(a
2b) is the wedge weight, andD/cos(a2b) is the length of
the slip plane. Equations~6!, ~7!, and ~8! must be satisfied
with two unknownsT andN. A slip plane appears when th
set of three equations is compatible. The condition for co
patibility gives a functional relationa5a(b) between the
angle of tilt a, and the angleb. The functiona(b) has an
absolute minimumamin at a given value ofb0. Now, if we
slowly tilt the bed, a slip plane is not formed until the ang
amin is reached. Once this angle is reached the powder
lanches, and the value ofb0 determines the avalanche dept
Operating, we obtain

b05
a1f

2
, ~9!

rp~12e!gD54C cosf@12cos~a2f!#21. ~10!

If we approximate 12cos(a2f)'(a2f)2/2, substitute in
Eq. ~10!, and rearrange, we have

a5f1F 8c

rp~12e!gD
cosfG1/2

. ~11!

From Eq.~11! it is apparent the key role played by pow
der cohesionc and bed widthD on the onset of avalanche
In the noncohesive limit,c→0 and a→f, as expected
From Eq.~11! we see that avalanche anglea should be lin-
early related toD21/2, with the intercepta5f at D→`,
where the wall effect is negligible. Also, there is a lim
value ofD for which a590°; for narrower beds the powde
does not avalanche. Two important limitations to analyze
experimental results are that cohesion and free volumee are
not constant with depth for a fine cohesive powder. Exp
mental measurements on this toner@12# show that powder
free volume does not vary considerably in the range of v
ues measured of the avalanche depth~Fig. 4!, and based on
this we can assume a constant average value of free volu
Conversely, the variation rate of the tensile strength is v
large. In Fig. 10 we represent the measured tensile stre
s t for toner Canon CLC500 as a function of the powd
depthh measured from the free surface. These measurem
were made using a powder bed technique@12#, and show a
marked linear increase of the tensile strength with dep
s t5s t01dh. Clearly this variation has to be taken into a
count in the wedge model. Therefore, the average valu
cohesion̂ c& along the slip plane has to be used in Eq.~8!.
As cohesion and tensile strength are comparable:

^c&.s t01d
h

2
5s t01

D tan~a2b!

2
. ~12!

Solving for T andN in Eqs.~6! and ~7!, and substituting in
Eq. ~8!, we obtain,
-

a-
.

r

i-

l-

e.
y
th

r
nts

h,

of

rpg~12e!D

2 cosf
5

s t0

sin~a2b!sin~b2f!

1
dD

2 cos~a2b!sin~b2f!
. ~13!

The minimum ofa is found when

2s t0

dD
5tan2~a2b!cot~2b2f2a!. ~14!

In the case of constant cohesion (d50) we recover Eq.~9!.
Equations~13! and ~14! determine the theoretical angle o
avalanche. In the asymptotic limitD→`, from Eq. ~14!, b
→a, and, from Eq. ~13! a→f1arcsin@d cosf/„rp(1
2e)g…#. This result would imply that in the asymptotic lim
of very wide beds the powder would avalanche at a giv
angle larger than the angle of internal friction. However,
very large values ofD and the avalanche depth, the avera
consolidation of the powder would be very large; expe
ments show that for high consolidations the rate of incre
of the tensile strength is sublinear@13,14#, s t5ahb (b
,1). It can be checked that, using this sublineal law for
cohesion in the triangular wedge model,a→f when D
→`.

We have used the triangular model results to analyze
experimental measurements of the avalanche angle of
Canon CLC500. The value ofs t0, the tensile strength at zer
depth, cannot be obtained directly by extrapolation ofs t to
zero depth, because the errors in our measurements are
parable to the magnitude ofs t0 but s t0 is about 1 Pa in order
of magnitude. In contrast tos t0, the sloped is well charac-
terized for this toner,s t.115.5h Pa, whereh is in centi-
meters~see Fig. 10!. In accordance with experimental me
surements@12#, we have taken an average value of 0.7
powder free volumee. The only property for which we do
not have prior information is the angle of internal friction,f.

FIG. 10. Measured tensile strength versus depth for toner Ca
CLC500. The line represents the least squares fit to the experim
tal data.
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We used the value off510° for the Canon CLC500 toner
resulting from calculations based on the planar wedge mo
in the limit of large beds and from direct measurements
the slope of the yield locus@17#. In Fig. 5 theoretical and
experimental results for the avalanche angle are shown
can be seen, the prediction of the model is good only
narrow beds. This result makes sense, as the triang
wedge is not appropriate to model the slip plane for w
beds, where the inferred profile of the slip surface is qu
distinct from what is assumed in the triangular model. In
next two sections we will consider more realistic wed
models according to slip surface profiles inferred from e
perimental observations.

C. Two-slip-plane model

As we have seen, for beds of width less than about 8
the post-avalanche surface profiles can be approximated
pair of intersecting planes, and this leads to the conclus
that the corresponding slip surfaces can also be appr
mated by two intersecting planes, as shown in Fig. 2. In
section we summarize the steps taken in an alternative
proach to the triangular wedge model, involving an analy
of a composite wedge.

To apply the critical equilibrium condition the composi
wedge is divided into two blocks, as shown in Fig. 8, whe
the wedge profile is specified by the angleb and the distance
d. Stresses in the composite layer are such that when
wedge slips there must be a slip line propagating from
corner between regions 1 and 2, shown as a dashed lin
Fig. 8 @24#. There is no criterion to locate this slip line, b
our final results are almost independent of the orientation
the line, and we have therefore chosen to locate it in the m
convenient position for our calculation. On each block of t
wedge the condition of static equilibrium must apply~i.e.,
the sum of forces must equal zero!. Also, along each slip
surface the Coulomb limit equilibrium must be satisfie
From this we have a total of nine equations:

T31cosa2N31sina1N21cosa2T21sina50, ~15!

T31sina1N31cosa1N21sina1T21cosa5W1 , ~16!

T32cosb2N32sinb2N12cosa1T12sina50, ~17!

T32sinb1N32cosb2N12sina2T12cosa5W2 , ~18!

T125T21, ~19!

N125N21, ~20!

T315N31 tanf1^cL31&, ~21!

T325N32 tanf1^cL32&, ~22!

T125N12 tanf1^cL12&, ~23!

whereLi j is the length of the slip plane dividing blocksi and
j; Ti j andNi j represent tangential and normal forces, resp
tively, over the slip planes, as indicated in Fig. 8; andWi is
the weight of blocki. Equations~15!–~23! must be satisfied
with eight unknownsT12, T21, N12, N21, T32, N32, T31,
el
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and N31. The condition of compatibility of these equation
yields a functional relationa5a(b,d) between the angle o
tilt a, and the variablesb andd. The functiona(b,d) pre-
sents a minimum at given values ofb0 and d0. Once the
minimum angle, making possible critical equilibrium,
reached, the powder avalanches. Then we must find the m
mum value ofa which is solution of critical equilibrium
equations. The values ofb0 andd0 for which this minimum
occurs determine the theoretical avalanche depthhs . In Figs.
4 and 5 the resulting theoretical curves ofhs versusD anda
versusD are presented, together with the experimental
sults for the Canon CLC500 toner. Again for theoretical c
culations we used the value off510° resulting from previ-
ous calculations and measurements. As can be seen from
5, a better agreement between experimental and theore
results is obtained with this composite wedge model.

In agreement with experiments, the theory also indica
that there is a critical value of bed width of about 0.5 c
below which the bed cannot avalanche at any inclinati
This corresponds to the wall effect on cohesive powders
ferred from our other measurements and calculations. It is
course, the wall effect that provides the reason for the co
posite wedge, as shown in Fig. 8. If now we take the vario
results from the analysis, compute the form of the wed
and compare it with a typical post-avalanche profile, we o
tain the results shown in Fig. 2 for Canon CLC500 toner in
5.17-cm-diameter bed. As can be seen, the theoretical
plane is in reasonable agreement with the observed p
avalanche profile.

We have used this wedge model to calculate the a
lanche characteristics and angle of internal friction for t
RT series of model xerographic toners~RT5115, RT5116,
and RT5117, with 0.1%, 0.2%, and 0.4% Aerosil, resp
tively!. For these calculations we need to know the tens
strengths t , the bulk density, and the dependence of fr
volume,e, on depth in the bed. From our previous work@12#
we can assume thats t0 is about 1 Pa for the three mode
toners. In contrast tos t0, the slopesds t /dh are well char-
acterized for these toners, and the values taken from
previous paper@12# are shown in Table IV, together with
values of mean free volumêe& calculated for a consolida
tion stress of 100 Pa~i.e., approximately 1 g/cm2). In Fig.
5~b! the resulting theoretical curves ofa versusD are pre-
sented, together with the experimental results. The best fi
the data are obtained using the values off shown in Table
V. These results indicate that the higher percentage Aer
~which is associated to a higher surface rugosity! the higher
values of the angle of internal friction. Using the measur
values of the mean free volume^e& and the particle density
rp for each toner, we have calculated the toner bulk den
r5rp(12^e&), and represented the obtained angle of int

TABLE IV. Measured average free volume^e& and rate of in-
crease of the tensile strengths t with depth for the RT series o
model toners.

Toner Aerosil~%! ds t /dh ~Pa/cm! ^e&

RT5115 0.1 9.2 0.674
RT5116 0.2 6.5 0.642
RT5117 0.4 3.6 0.624
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nal friction as a function ofr ~see Fig. 11!. From this figure
it is clear the increase off with the powder bulk density.

D. Three-slip-plane model

For large beds we need to take account of the upper w
in addition to the lower; in Fig. 3, for example, there is
distinct curve to the slip surface originating from the upp
wall. In order to accommodate this in the theory we have
add a third block to the wedge, so arranged that the up
corner remains pinned to the upper wall~see Fig. 9!. As in
the case of two slip planes, sharp corners are included
tween the slip planes, so that a new decomposition of
wedge is needed and we have a total of three blocks c
posing the theoretical wedge on which critical equilibriu
condition must be applied. Note that we now have three
dependent variables (b, d, and h) which determine the
wedge geometry for a givena. Proceeding in a similar way
to the previous calculation we arrive at a compatibility co
dition for critical equilibriuma5a(b,d,h). The first value
of a at which this condition is fulfilled is the angle at whic
the powder avalanches. Therefore, we have to minimize
function a5a(b,d,h) in order to find the angle of ava
lanche.

The theoretical values ofa and hs from the three-block
model are not very different from the corresponding tw
block model results~see Fig. 5!, but the fit to experimenta
results of the avalanche angle for very large beds is

FIG. 11. Calculated values of the angle of internal frictionf as
a function of the measured toner bulk densityr. 1: RT series of
model toners.L: Canon CLC500 toner.

TABLE V. Calculated values of the angle of internal friction fo
the RT series of model toners according to the two-slip-pla
wedge model.

Toner RT5117 RT5116 RT5115

% Aerosil 0.4 0.2 0.1
f (°) 23 15 8
ll,

r
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er

e-
e
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-

-

e

-

-

proved. On the other hand, the slip surface profiles are qu
tatively different. In Fig. 3 we present the computed theor
ical wedge for the 11.7-cm-diameter bed superimposed o
experimental profile of the powder surface after avalanc
Note that the pinning of the upper extreme of the powde
not perfect; this is due to the fact that as the bed is tilted
powder rearranges due to the shear stress. This may b
origin of the minor discrepancy between the experimen
and theoretical values ofhs for this model.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Experimental measurements of the angle of avalancha
of fine cohesive powders reveal that it depends strongly
the width of the bed, especially in the range of narrow be
wherea can attain even 90° for very narrow beds. Also, t
avalanche depth depends on the bed width and is of the o
of several millimeters, very large compared to particle si
This observation is in contrast with the phenomenon
served in noncohesive large grains, where motion occur
relatively thin boundary layers of about ten grains, and
stability of slopes is analyzed based on frictional forces
tween individual grains. Typically, interparticle cohesiv
forces in fine cohesive powders are very large compare
the particle weight. This characteristic has an essential ef
on the stability of slopes, and makes fine powder more a
to wet sand than to dry sand. The forces between particle
the slip plane in fine cohesive powders depend on
stresses exerted by the rest of material and container w
Therefore, we must consider the influence of boundary c
ditions and macroscopic stresses, and for this reason
chose a continuum approach to analyze the problem.

From the post-avalanche surface profiles we have
duced that the slip surfaces can be approximated by pair
intersecting planes, and based on this we have used C
lomb’s theory of wedges to analyze our results on a se
fine cohesive powder~xerographic toners!. A triangular
wedge analysis indicates that the tilt anglea at which ava-
lanche occurs follows a simple relationship with respect
bed width and sample cohesion@a'f1a(c/D)1/2#, assum-
ing a constant value for cohesion. We find experimenta
that cohesion increases with depth, and we have accom
dated this fact to the theory. Using this form of the theory
analyze the results for the avalanche angle, we find a goo
to the experimental data for narrow beds. We have develo
further extensions to the method of wedges, including tw
and three-segment slip planes, partially pinned to the ret
ing walls. The fit between theoretical results and the exp
mental results of the angle of avalanche and avalanche d
for Canon CLC500 is quite good in the whole range of b
widths for a value of the angle of internal friction of 10°. W
have also analyzed a series of model xerographic toners
fering in the amount of surface additives and the values
the angle of internal friction range from 8° to 23°. We ha
found that the angle of internal friction increases with ton
bulk density. These angles are smaller than the typical va
of smooth noncohesive grains. Although there is no cl
explanation for this result, the low density of fine cohesi
powders, due to the high values of their free volume,
compared with the typical densities of smooth noncohes

e
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grains may be the reason for such low values of the angl
internal friction.
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